4-Digit Standard Course Titles

Because we are standardizing standard course numbers, we can now accommodate modest changes to standard course titles, and more significant changes to standard course section titles.

- Revised standard course titles should still include a significant portion of the original title, should be broad enough in scope to support a wide variety of section titles, and must clearly identify which standard course it is. For example:
  
  “Internship” could become “Art History Internship” or “Psychology Internship”
  “Undergraduate Research” could become “Ugrad Biochem Research”

Changes to standard course titles should be submitted on CAFs.

- Revised standard course section titles can be modified more liberally. For example:
  
  Course “Art History Internship” could have a section “Internship: Fleming Museum”
  Course “Psychology Internship” could have a section “Family Counseling Internship”

Changes to standard course section titles are submitted with the department’s Schedule of Courses (SOC).